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ABSTRACT  15 

The bacterial membrane protein SecDF enhances protein translocation across the membrane driven 16 

by the complex of SecA ATPase and SecYEG. Many newly synthesized proteins in the cytoplasm 17 

are programmed to be translocated to the periplasm via the narrow channel that is formed in the 18 

center of SecYEG. During the protein translocation process, SecDF is proposed to undergo repeated 19 

conformational transitions to pull out the precursor protein from the SecYEG channel into the 20 

periplasm. Once SecDF captures the precursor protein on the periplasmic surface, SecDF can 21 

complete protein translocation even if SecA function is inactivated by ATP depletion, implying that 22 

SecDF is a protein translocation motor that works independent of SecA. Structural and functional 23 

analyses of SecDF in 2011 suggested that SecDF utilizes the proton gradient and interacts with 24 

precursor protein in the flexible periplasmic region. The crystal structures of SecDF in different 25 

states at more than 3Å resolution were reported in 2017 and 2018, which further improved our 26 

understanding of the dynamic molecular mechanisms of SecDF. This review summarizes recent 27 

structural studies of SecDF. 28 
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INTRODUCTION 30 

One of the essential biological phenomena conserved in all organisms is protein translocation across 31 

the membrane. More than 30% of proteins that are newly synthesized by ribosomes are translocated 32 

via a protein-conducting channel called the Sec translocon, which is composed of membrane 33 

proteins SecY, SecE, and SecG in bacteria (Chatzi et al., 2014, Tsirigotaki et al., 2017), 34 

corresponding to Sec61α, Sec61γ, and Sec61β, respectively, in eukaryotes (Rapoport et al., 2017). 35 

The Sec translocon provides a pathway for precursors via its structural changes. After SecY was 36 

first identified as a component of the protein translocation machinery (Ito et al., 1983), many 37 

genetic, biochemical, and structural studies have been performed, among which, the first report of 38 

the Sec translocon crystal structure is particularly important (van den Berg et al., 2004). The 39 

structure revealed that transmembrane helices of SecY form a penetrated hourglass-like pore, in the 40 

center of which a constricted ring prevents leakage of water, ions, and substrates in the resting state. 41 

A series of structure-based functional analyses of the Sec translocon machinery have provided 42 

mechanistic clues regarding how proteins are transported across the membrane. A common 43 

mechanism supported by the crystal structures of the Sec translocon (Tsukazaki et al., 2008, 44 

Zimmer et al., 2008, Egea & Stroud, 2010, Tanaka et al., 2015, Li et al., 2016) is that SecY allows 45 

unfolded precursor proteins to pass through the membrane, following appropriate expansion of the 46 

pore size and constriction of the ring. The pore is closed by the plug domain on the periplasmic side 47 

in the resting state, whereas the loop of SecG covers the cytoplasmic side to completely seal the 48 

translocation pathway. The Sec translocon provides not only the vertically oriented pore for protein 49 

translocation, but also a lateral gate opening for membrane protein insertion. During integration of 50 

membrane proteins, bacterial YidC (Samuelson et al., 2000, Kumazaki et al., 2014, Kumazaki et al., 51 
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2014, Xin et al., 2018) functions as a chaperon in the membrane in concert with SecYEG (Hennon 52 

et al., 2015). 53 

The precursor proteins in unfolded state are translocated through the Sec translocon and 54 

then folded into mature proteins in the periplasm in bacteria (Figure 1A) or in the endoplasmic 55 

reticulum in eukaryotes. There are two types of protein translocation mechanisms that occur via the 56 

Sec translocon, viz., co-translational and post-translational translocation. In co-translational 57 

translocation, the Sec translocon is directly linked to the ribosome, and protein export from the 58 

cytosol occurs simultaneously with polypeptide elongation. Recent cryo-electron microscopy 59 

studies have illustrated the intermediate states of the ribosome-nascent chain (RNC) complex at 60 

medium resolution (Bischoff et al., 2014, Gogala et al., 2014, Park et al., 2014, Voorhees et al., 61 

2014, Pfeffer et al., 2015, Jomaa et al., 2016), providing insights into the dynamics of the Sec 62 

translocon, including lateral gate opening, expansion of pore size, and dislocation of the plug. In 63 

post-translational translocation in bacteria, the synthesized proteins in the cytoplasm are retained in 64 

the unfolded state by chaperons such as SecB, and targeted to the membrane by information 65 

provided from the signal sequence. Membrane-associated SecA, which has affinity for SecY and is 66 

involved in targeting of precursors to the membrane, repeatedly pushes the precursor protein into 67 

SecYEG using the energy from ATP hydrolysis to complete the translocation. Several attractive 68 

molecular mechanisms of SecA-driven protein translocation have been proposed, although they are 69 

still controversial (Zimmer et al., 2008, Chatzi et al., 2014, Allen et al., 2016, Hsieh et al., 2017)  70 

SecDF is a protein translocation factor, which is different from the ATP-driven SecA 71 

motor. It functions at the periplasmic side independent of SecA (Tsukazaki et al., 2011). However, 72 

some reports have suggested that SecDF is related to SecA or SecG functions (Economou et al., 73 

1995, Duong & Wickner, 1997). In addition, the interaction between SecDF and YidC is involved 74 
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in the integration of membrane proteins (Nouwen & Driessen, 2002, Chen et al., 2005). Although a 75 

previous study indicated that SecDF is associated with a late step of protein translocation at the 76 

periplasmic side (Matsuyama et al., 1993), the detailed mechanism of SecDF remained unclear. In 77 

2011, the structural and functional analyses of SecDF proposed that SecDF is a protein 78 

translocation motor that pulls precursor proteins from the SecYEG channel to the periplasmic space 79 

using the energy of a proton gradient across the membrane (Tsukazaki et al., 2011). Furthermore, 80 

two recent reports regarding the crystal structures of SecDF at more than 3 Å resolution have 81 

allowed us to discuss the detailed molecular mechanisms of the complex (Furukawa et al., 2017, 82 

Furukawa et al., 2018).  83 

In this review, I have summarized structural information regarding SecDF and propose a 84 

working model of SecDF-assisted protein translocation based on structural biology analyses of 85 

SecDF. 86 

 87 

CHARACTERIZATION OF SecDF 88 

Genes secD and secF are involved in protein translocation (Gardel et al., 1987, Gardel et al., 1990) 89 

and have been shown to be conserved in bacteria and archaea (Eichler, 2003). Most species, 90 

including Escherichia coli (Ec) and Vibrio alginolyticus (Va) have consecutive secD and secF. The 91 

membrane proteins, SecD and SecF, which are encoded by these genes, form a stable heterodimer 92 

called SecDF (Pogliano & Beckwith, 1994, Pogliano & Beckwith, 1994). Most of the SecDFs that 93 

have been characterized in vivo are derived from Ec and Va. The amino acid sequences of SecDFs 94 

are shown in Figure 1B and 1C. SecDF-depleted Ec strains showed decreased efficiency of protein 95 

translocation, resulting in cell growth inhibition, particularly at lower temperatures (Pogliano & 96 

Beckwith, 1994, Nouwen & Driessen, 2005, Hand et al., 2006). The antibody that recognizes the 97 
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periplasmic region of SecDF inhibits protein translocation, suggesting that SecDF may be involved 98 

in the release of precursor protein from the membrane to the periplasmic space (Matsuyama et al., 99 

1993). Certain SecDFs are expressed as a single membrane protein possessing 12 transmembrane 100 

helices, such as those from Thermus thermophilus (Tt) or Deinococcus radiodurans (Dr), the 101 

crystal structures of which have been reported (Tsukazaki et al., 2011, Furukawa et al., 2017, 102 

Furukawa et al., 2018). Based on its amino acid sequence, SecDF is classified as a member of the 103 

resistance-nodulation-division (RND) superfamily of proteins, which includes 12 transmembrane 104 

helices (Tseng et al., 1999); however, the homology between SecDFs and other proteins of the 105 

RND superfamily is low. Importantly, the size of the periplasmic region of SecDF is completely 106 

different from that of other members of the RND superfamily. In addition, unlike MexB, AcrB, 107 

CusA, and ZneA, which exist as homotrimers (Pak et al., 2013, Yamaguchi et al., 2015) and are 108 

involved in the export of specific ions and small molecules, SecDF exists as a monomer and forms 109 

a holo-translocon complex with SecYEG and YidC to export proteins (Botte et al., 2016). Some 110 

conserved, essential residues in the transmembrane region of AcrB transporters are not conserved in 111 

SecDFs. These differences between SecDF and other members of the RND superfamily imply that 112 

the working mechanism of SecDF is likely to be different from those of the other members. In Ec, 113 

SecDF forms a stable complex with a membrane protein, YajC, which might be involved in protein 114 

translocation; however, the details of this mechanism are unclear (Pogliano & Beckwith, 1994). 115 

Although YajC may function to stabilize the SecDF complex, yajC, located just upstream of secD, 116 

is not an essential factor. YajC possesses one transmembrane helix that can form a complex with 117 

transmembrane (TM) segments 2, 11, and 12 of AcrB; however, the importance of these 118 

interactions is not known (Tornroth-Horsefield et al., 2007). YajC may peripherally interact with 119 

the TM2, 11, and 12 of SecDF in the same manner as indicated in the crystal structure of the 120 
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YajC-AcrB complex. Certain marine bacteria, including Va, utilize two sets of SecDF proteins for 121 

efficient protein translocation; the first is sodium ion-driven and the other is proton-driven (Ishii et 122 

al., 2015). Sodium ions, which are abundant in the ocean, are primarily used for SecDF function as 123 

an alternative to protons. In Va, the expression level of proton-driven SecDF is elevated when the 124 

efficiency of protein translocation decreases. This mechanism is regulated by the biogenesis of the 125 

Vibrio protein export monitoring polypeptide (VemP) (Ishii et al., 2015, Su et al., 2017, Mori et al., 126 

2018). Although it was previously not known how the proton-motive force was related to Sec 127 

protein translocation (Arkowitz & Wickner, 1994), it is now clear that SecDF uses the proton 128 

gradient for its function (Tsukazaki et al., 2011). 129 

Structural determination of SecDF in different forms has advanced our understanding of 130 

the molecular mechanism of SecDF (Tsukazaki et al., 2011, Furukawa et al., 2017, Furukawa et al., 131 

2018). The transmembrane region of SecDF is composed of 12 helices, as predicted from its amino 132 

acid sequence. The periplasmic region consists of three domains, P1-head, P1-base, and P4 (Figure 133 

2). The first report of the crystal structure of SecDF and its functional analyses revealed that the 134 

transmembrane region conducts protons, whereas the flexible periplasmic region interacts with an 135 

unfolded protein mimicking a precursor protein (Tsukazaki et al., 2011). This study proposed a 136 

model in which structural transitions in the periplasmic region are crucial for the protein 137 

translocation activity of SecDF. Because the proton transporting region of SecDF, which is in the 138 

membrane, is distant from the substrate interaction area in the periplasmic domain of SecDF, there 139 

must be a coupling mechanism to transmit structural changes from the transmembrane to the 140 

periplasmic region (Yamaguchi et al., 2015). Currently, the available crystal structures of SecDF 141 

represent the super membrane facing (Super F), membrane facing (F), and intermediate (I) forms 142 

(Figures 2A and 3A). The major differences in architecture among these forms are in the orientation 143 
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of the P1-head domain. In the I form structures, the P1-head is located on the P1 base domain. In 144 

contrast, in the Super F and F form structures, the P1-head is close to the membrane surface. 145 

Moreover, the P1-base and P4 in the Super F form a β-barrel architecture instead of the β-sheet 146 

observed in the I and F forms (described in detail later). Comparison of the P1 domains in the three 147 

forms shows dramatic conformational changes. SecDF is likely to undergo these structural 148 

transitions during its function. 149 

 150 

TRANSMEMBRANE REGION OF SecDF 151 

Analysis of the crystal structures of SecDF has revealed that the overall arrangement of the 152 

transmembrane helices is similar to that of the monomer of other RND superfamily proteins. 153 

Transmembrane helices TM 1–6 and TM7–12 are assembled in a pseudosymmetrical manner 154 

(Figure 2A, B) and correspond to SecD and SecF regions of some bacteria, such as Ec and Va. The 155 

periplasmic regions, consisting of P1 (P1-base and P1-head) and P4 domains, exist between TM1 156 

and TM2, and between TM7 and TM8. The P1 region is much larger than the P4 region. SecDF has 157 

conserved regions called D1–D6 and F1–F4 (Figure 1B, 2A) (Eichler, 2003). TM4 and TM10, 158 

corresponding to the highly conserved regions D5 and F2, are positioned at the center of the TM 159 

bundle, and interact with each other. This interaction appears to stabilize the transmembrane region 160 

and plays an important role in SecDF function. Moreover, TM4 and TM10 are surrounded by other 161 

transmembrane helices (Figure 2B), in which TM2, TM5, TM6, TM8, TM11, and TM12 are longer 162 

than the thickness of the membrane. Transmembrane helices TM5, TM6, TM11, and TM12 are 163 

tilted and curved at the middle of the membrane region. On the periplasmic side, both TM2 and 164 

TM8 have helices that extend approximately 10 Å from the membrane plane. The conserved, 165 

essential residues D340, D637, and R671 of Tt in TM4, TM10, and TM11 are termed esAspIV, 166 
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esAspX, and esArgXI, respectively, in this review (Figures 1B, 1C and 2C). Mutations at these 167 

three residues cannot complement the growth deficiency that results from reduction of protein 168 

translocation activity in SecDF-depleted conditions (Tsukazaki et al., 2011, Furukawa et al., 2017). 169 

Moreover, mutations in esAspIV and esArgXI show a loss of proton conducting activity. The 170 

functional importance of esAspIV and esArgXI was proposed in 2017 and 2018 (Furukawa et al., 171 

2017, Furukawa et al., 2018), which will be discussed later. Notably, although esAspX plays an 172 

important role in protein translocation, the mechanism has not yet been elucidated (Tsukazaki et al., 173 

2011). In addition, strains harboring mutations A593 and S288 in Ec SecD and SecF, respectively, 174 

showed cold-sensitive phenotype and abolished protein translocation activity of SecDF in vitro; 175 

however, the functional importance of this loss in activity is still unknown (Nouwen & Driessen, 176 

2005). 177 

As shown in Figure 3A and B, the transmembrane regions of three of the four displayed 178 

crystal structures are completely sealed, preventing the transport of small molecules and ions across 179 

the membrane. In contrast, one of the I form structures shows a tunnel architecture formed by TM4, 180 

TM5, TM6, and TM10, which penetrates the cytosol and the periplasm. Compared to other crystal 181 

structures, TM5 is 5 Å-dislocated to the outside, although the other TMs are placed in similar 182 

positions, which generates a tunnel structure. In the tunnel undefined ambiguous electron densities, 183 

presumably due to water molecules or small molecules, are present. Interestingly, esAspIV is 184 

positioned at the center of the tunnel. The pKa of esAspIV is approximately 7, based on the crystal 185 

structure, implying that there is a transition between protonation and deprotonation of esAspIV. 186 

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of SecDF using the highest resolution structure of the I form 187 

without the tunnel architecture (PDB ID: 5XAP) in a state of deprotonated esAspIV temporarily 188 

showed water molecules in a row across the transmembrane region of SecDF (Figure 4). The water 189 
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molecule queue was essentially consistent with the tunnel position of the I form with the tunnel 190 

(Figure 3A). In contrast, the MD simulation in a state of protonated esAspIV did not show invasion 191 

of water molecules into the membrane region. It is conceivable that the proton flow occurs through 192 

a network of hydrogen bonds; therefore, this tunnel may conduct protons. A series of observations 193 

showed that esAspIV significantly contributes to the formation of the tunnel architecture (Furukawa 194 

et al., 2017).  195 

As described above, sodium ion-driven SecDF exists in certain marine species. Even in 196 

such cases, the size of the tunnel architecture could adequately accommodate dehydrated sodium 197 

ions as well as water molecules. When such a penetrating tunnel is formed, a large amount of 198 

protons can flow rapidly inside the cell, which is consistent with the high proton transport activity 199 

demonstrated by patch clamp and proton influx experiments (Furukawa et al., 2017, Furukawa et 200 

al., 2018). The importance of conserved Tyr residues in the vicinity of esAspIV (Figure 2C and 3B) 201 

was also shown (Furukawa et al., 2017). Substitutions with Ala, Asn, and Gln abolish the protein 202 

translocation activity of SecDF, whereas Phe substitution does not. The side chain of Tyr is oriented 203 

toward the tunnel and may be involved in tunnel formation and regulation of proton transport. 204 

Despite these extensive studies, the functional importance of the large proton influx associated with 205 

SecDF (Furukawa et al., 2017) remains unknown as it appears to produce excessive energy. 206 

 207 

IMPORTANCE OF THE FLEXIBLE PERIPLASMIC REGION 208 

As shown in Figures 3A and 5A, each P1-head domain of the Super F, F, and I forms is differently 209 

positioned, indicating that the P1 region is inherently flexible. To investigate the importance of the 210 

flexibility of this region for SecDF function, several double cysteine mutants were constructed  211 

based on the structural information to immobilize the periplasmic domain in place (Tsukazaki et al., 212 
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2011, Furukawa et al., 2017, Furukawa et al., 2018) (Figure 5A, 5B). The distance between each 213 

Cys-substituted position is close in at least one form and distant in at least one other form. All the 214 

double cysteine mutants formed disulfide bonds in vivo, which were easily recognized, suggesting 215 

that the cysteine residues could temporarily interact with each other in several formations and that 216 

the P1 region may continually fluctuate in vivo. In fact, the P1 region can take on numerous 217 

different forms as demonstrated by the crystal structures. The formation of the disulfide bonds 218 

restricts the movement of the P1 region, resulting in loss of growth complementation of 219 

SecDF-depleted Ec cells. As previously reported (Tsukazaki et al., 2011, Furukawa et al., 2017), 220 

the formation of disulfide bonds decreases protein translocation and proton transport activities. 221 

Moreover, the effects of disulfide bond formation on proton transport activity demonstrate the 222 

correlation between structural changes in the periplasmic region and proton transport in the 223 

membrane region. 224 

All the P1-head domains in the crystal structures contain an amphiphilic cavity (Figure 225 

5C). Although the amino acid residues in the cavity are not well conserved, the overall shapes of the 226 

P1-head cavity are similar among the crystal structures. In the SecDF structures in Super F and I 227 

forms (with channel), electron densities in the cavities can be visualized and are thought to 228 

represent molecules of polyethylene glycol (PEG), which is used as a precipitant for crystallization. 229 

The interaction between the cavity of the P1-head and precursor proteins was proposed and 230 

confirmed by site-specific photocrosslinking using p-benzoyl-L-phenylalanine mutant of SecDF. 231 

(colored green in Figure 5C) (Furukawa et al., 2017). Therefore, the cavity of the P1-head would be 232 

a contact site of precursor proteins. Comparison of the P1-head domain structures shows that both 233 

the orientation and size of the cavity are variable (Figure 3A and 5C). This flexible feature of the 234 

P1-head may be important for capturing and releasing various regions of precursor proteins by 235 
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promiscuous recognition. This flexibility presumably allows appropriate interactions with various 236 

precursor proteins through such structural changes. The crosslinking experiment showed that only 237 

one residue interacted with the precursor proteins; however, it is possible that other sites in the 238 

periplasmic region also interact with substrate proteins. 239 

 240 

REMOTE COUPLED STRUCTURAL CHANGES 241 

A recent report demonstrated that structural transitions in the transmembrane domain induced 242 

dramatic structural changes in the periplasmic region (Furukawa et al., 2018). Notable structures 243 

include β-strands in the P1-base and P4 domains (Figure 3A). The eight β-strands in the F and I 244 

forms reported in 2011 and 2017 form a β-sheet architecture, whereas in the Super F form reported 245 

in 2018, the eight β-strands make up a β-barrel structure. The side chain orientations of esArgXI in 246 

the Super F form is different from that in the other structures; esArgXI interacts with esAspIV via a 247 

hydrogen bond (Figure 3C), resulting in a structural transition, which induces proximity between 248 

TM4 and TM10. Structural changes in the transmembrane region are transmitted to the periplasmic 249 

side via the D1, D3, D5, F1, and F2 conserved regions (Figure 2C) and can drive the dramatic 250 

transition from the β-sheet to the β-barrel structure. At the same time, structural changes from 251 

α-helical to unfolded occur in protruding parts of the helices at the periplasmic sides of TM2 and 252 

TM8 (Figure 3A). Intramolecular disulfide bond formation, as described above, supports the 253 

existence of the Super F form in vivo. Furthermore, disulfide bonds were not formed in esAspIV 254 

and esARgXI mutants, suggesting that esAspIV and esARgXI are critical for the formation of the 255 

Super F form. These findings provide insight into the coupling of structural transitions on the 256 

periplasmic side with those in the membrane region. However, these results still cannot explain the 257 

mechanism underlying the structural transitions between the F form and I form (without tunnel) 258 
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because the TM regions of these forms are similar. Presumably, some other unknown factors 259 

contribute to the swinging motion of the P1-head domain. 260 

 261 

WORKING MODEL OF SecDF 262 

Based on the four available structures introduced here (Figure 3A) I propose the following power 263 

stroke-based model (Figure 6), although the ratchet mechanism of SecDF-dependent protein 264 

translocation, which includes capturing of the precursor protein at the periplasmic side for 265 

enhancing net forward movement, cannot be excluded. Because the cavity of the P1-head domain 266 

may interact with precursor proteins, the cavity may capture proteins emerging from the SecYEG 267 

channel. For this process to be efficient, the SecYEG complex must be located in the vicinity of 268 

SecDF, where the P1-head domain may incline toward SecYEG. If SecYEG and SecDF are 269 

positioned as shown in Figure 6, the interacting cavity of the Super F form at the periplasmic side 270 

would continue seamlessly from the exit of the SecYEG translocon. In this case, the precursor 271 

proteins emerging from the SecYEG channel could interact with the P1 cavity without delay. 272 

Because SecDF is proposed to be functionally related to SecA and SecG (Economou et al., 1995, 273 

Duong & Wickner, 1997), SecDF may directly interact with them in the Sec complex and regulate 274 

their activity. The Super F form, which exhibits the greatest incline in the P1-head toward the 275 

membrane, may be a resting state. Although the order of the structural changes in the periplasmic 276 

region after the first interaction with a precursor protein may not be correct, I arrayed them for the 277 

purpose of this review to account for the inclination in each P1-head domain; the underlying 278 

concept is that transitions may occur from the Super F form to the I form via the F form. The first 279 

interaction between a substrate and SecDF in the Super F form may trigger conformational changes. 280 

In this model, SecDF in the Super F form initially interacts with a precursor protein, followed by 281 
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structural changes to the I form. The P1-head stands up holding the precursor protein. In this way 282 

binding of the precursor may allow protons to move through the membrane. The I form could 283 

transport protons via the tunnel, which may induce the release of the precursor protein. After that, 284 

the transmembrane domain would close the proton channel. Subsequently, the conformation of 285 

SecDF reverts to the Super F form, and the protein interacts again with another region of the 286 

precursor protein. SecDF repeatedly undergoes these structural changes to complete protein 287 

translocation. The Super F form may represent the most stable configuration of SecDF. Thus, based 288 

on our current knowledge, SecDF may be postulated to act as a proton-driven protein translocation 289 

motor by undergoing the presented conformational transitions. 290 

 291 

PERSPECTIVES 292 

Various crystal structures of SecDF have been reported (Tsukazaki et al., 2011, Furukawa et al., 293 

2017, Furukawa et al., 2018), suggesting that SecDF undergoes more dynamic structural changes 294 

during protein translocation than expected. Although some of the mechanisms through which 295 

SecDF is remotely coupled between the periplasmic and transmembrane regions have been 296 

elucidated based on a comparison of the Super F form (with the β-barrel structure) and the F form 297 

(with the β-sheet structure) at the periplasmic region, it has not been possible to elucidate the 298 

structural changes in the P1 domain underlying the Super F, F, and I forms. Further structural and 299 

functional analyses are required to completely elucidate the molecular mechanisms of SecDF. 300 

Importantly, interactions with an unfolded protein, which mimics a precursor protein, enhance the 301 

proton transport activity of SecDF (Tsukazaki et al., 2011). To elucidate these mechanisms, 302 

interaction analyses between substrate proteins and SecDF using nuclear magnetic resonance may 303 

provide meaningful results. I propose that structural changes may occur in the order shown in 304 
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Figure 6; however, because the crystal structures show snapshots of SecDF, the mechanism 305 

underlying the repeated conformational changes of the P1-head remains unclear. For example, does 306 

the P1-head show repetitive power stroke motion, such as that observed for SecA ATPase or that 307 

observed for the proton-driven FoF1ATP synthase? To resolve the dynamics of P1 motion, methods 308 

such as single-unit observations using high-speed atomic force microscopy or real-time 309 

single-molecule fluorescence may be suitable. 310 

Although SecDF, which interacts with YidC and SecYEG, is proposed to be a component 311 

of the Sec holo-translocon (Botte et al., 2016), the structural details of the holo-complex are still 312 

unclear. Using the structural information of SecYEG, SecDF, and YidC reported at maximum 313 

resolutions of 2.7, 2.6, and 2.4 Å, respectively (Kumazaki et al., 2014, Tanaka et al., 2015, 314 

Furukawa et al., 2017), we can perform site-specific disulfide bond crosslinking and 315 

photocrosslinking experiments to uncover the interactions among these proteins. Furthermore, using 316 

a system with a strong ultraviolet (UV) source, it is possible to track the time-dependent 317 

interactions and structural changes in Sec and precursor proteins (Miyazaki et al., 2018). Further 318 

developments in Sec protein research are expected in the near future. 319 

Eukaryotic SecDF homologs present in the endoplasmic reticulum have not yet been 320 

identified, although a YidC homolog has been found in the endoplasmic reticulum (Anghel et al., 321 

2017). The Bip chaperone, an essential component of the endoplasmic reticulum, interacts with 322 

precursor proteins and is involved in their translocation (Dudek et al., 2015). Therefore, Bip may be 323 

functionally similar to SecDF. Electron microscopic analysis of the complex of the Sec translocon 324 

and ribosome from the endoplasmic reticulum showed a relatively large soluble domain derived 325 

from the translocon-associated protein (TRAP) complex (Pfeffer et al., 2017, Braunger et al., 2018). 326 

This domain is located at the endoplasmic reticulum side of the Sec translocon, similar to the 327 
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location of the periplasmic domain of SecDF. Although the molecular mechanisms of action of the 328 

TRAP complex and SecDF may differ significantly, the soluble domain of the TRAP complex, 329 

similar to SecDF, appears to interact with substrate proteins emerging from the Sec translocon and 330 

enhance protein translocation. Since SecDF is proposed to be one of the smallest proteins that is a 331 

proton-driven motor, the molecular mechanism of SecDF involves fundamental and essential 332 

principles that underlie many proton-driven biological processes. Therefore, understanding the 333 

fundamental characteristics of SecDF will provide important insights. Moreover, as the number of 334 

multidrug-resistant bacteria is increasing, new types of antibiotics targeting SecDF may be 335 

developed after understanding the molecular mechanisms of SecDF function (Yan & Wu, 2016). 336 
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Figure Legends 348 

Figure 1. A, Bacterial protein translocation across the membrane. SecA and SecDF drive protein 349 

translocation via the SecYEG complex, a protein conducting channel. B, Sequence alignment of 350 
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SecD from Deinococcus radiodurans (Dr), Thermus thermophilus (Tt), and Escherichia coli (Ec). 351 

C, Sequence alignments of SecF from Dr, Tt, and Ec. The transmembrane (TM) numbers are shown. 352 

Perfectly and highly conserved residues (Furukawa et al., 2017) are colored red and orange, 353 

respectively. Essential residues Asp in TM4 (esAspIV), Asp in TM10 (esAspX), and Arg in TM11 354 

(esArgXI) are indicated by solid circles. The conserved regions D1–6 and F1–4 (Eichler, 2003) are 355 

highlighted by colored squares. The green box indicates EcSecD R407 and its corresponding 356 

residues (see also Figure 5). 357 

 358 

Figure 2. A, The crystal structure of SecDF in the I form (PDB ID: 5XAP). SecDF consists of 12 359 

TMs (TM1, blue; TM2, pale blue; TM3, turquoise; TM4, green; TM5, greenish yellow; TM6, pale 360 

greenish yellow; TM7, yellow; TM8, pale orange; TM9, orange; TM10, red; TM11, deep pink; and 361 

TM12, magenta), P1-base (yellow), P1-head (orange), and P4 (cyan) domains. Side chains of the 362 

highly conserved regions D1, D3, D5, F1 and F2 are depicted as stick representations. B, 363 

Transmembrane region of SecDF cross-sectioned at the middle of the membrane and viewed from 364 

the periplasm. The asterisk shows the pseudosymmetrical center. The TM numbers are shown. C, 365 

The important area in the center of the transmembrane region. The essential, conserved residues, 366 

esAspIV, esAspX, and esArgXI, are shown as stick representations. The important Tyr is located 367 

near the esAspIV. The corresponding positions of the inactive mutants of EcSecDF (Nouwen & 368 

Driessen, 2005) in TM6 and TM12 are also shown as stick representations and indicated by 369 

asterisks. 370 

 371 
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Figure 3. Crystal structures of SecDF. A, The overall structures of the Super F, F, I (with tunnel), 372 

and I (without tunnel) forms (PDB ID: 3AQP, 5YHF, 5XAN-Mol B, and 5XAN-Mol A, 373 

respectively). PEG molecules in the periplasmic cavity are shown by stick representations. B, 374 

Cut-away models of the surface representations of the middle transmembrane regions viewed from 375 

the periplasm. Displacement of TM5 creates a tunnel. The important Tyr and esAspIV are shown by 376 

stick representations. C, Electron density maps of SecDF. The 2Fo-Fc electron density maps in the 377 

Super F form (contoured at 1.0 σ), F form (contoured at 1.5 σ), and I form (contoured at 1.5 σ). The 378 

esAspIV and esArgXI residues are labeled. Distance between the OD2 of esAspIV and NH2 of 379 

esArgXI are shown.  380 

 381 

Figure 4. Snapshots of the molecular dynamics simulation at 60 and 61 ns with dehydration of 382 

esArpIV. The water molecules queue from the cytoplasm to the periplasm through the 383 

transmembrane region at 61 ns. 384 

 385 

Figure 5. Flexibility of the periplasmic region. A, Close up views of the periplasmic domain of 386 

SecDF (color scheme same as in Figure 3A). The substituted corresponding positions of double 387 

cysteine mutants of EcSecDF are shown by the ball and stick model. B, Summary of previous 388 

functional analyses of the EcSecDF mutants. The distance between the Cβ atoms of the substituted 389 

positions of SecD (black) and SecF (blue), protein translocation activity, growth complementation, 390 

and proton transport activity of the double cysteine mutants in disulfide bond form are summarized 391 

*(Tsukazaki et al., 2011); **(Furukawa et al., 2017); ***(Furukawa et al., 2018). –: inactive, N/A: 392 

not available. C, P1-head cavities. Surface representation (left) colored according to hydrophobicity, 393 
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from white (hydrophilic) to red (hydrophobic). The corresponding residue of EcSecD R407 394 

interacting with precursor is colored green and indicated in Figure 1. PEG molecules in the cavity 395 

are shown by stick representations. Cut-away models (right) of the surface representations along the 396 

dotted line. 397 

 398 

Figure 6. Working model of SecDF based on structural and functional analyses. The 399 

transmembrane, P1-head, P1-base, and P4 regions of SecDF are colored pale green, yellow, cyan, 400 

and orange, respectively. SecYEG and SecA ATPase are shown in pale blue and pink, respectively. 401 

Precursor protein (gray) is captured and translocated along with repeating SecDF transitions. The 402 

esAspIV and esArgXI are shown as circled D and R, respectively. The I form forms the tunnel 403 

architecture for proton transport. 404 

405 
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